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One of the best things about growing up is coming of age and deciding what kind of
person you are going to be. As Cilla Black once said, “The nicest thing about coming of
age is that I can do whatever I like.” Yet what if you grew up in an era when coming of
age and becoming your own person was not a right given to you, simply because of the
color of your skin? In author Marvin V. Blake’s novel Why, two sisters find themselves
asking this question when they find themselves divided by color and the era they live in.

In this book, two sisters born to different mothers during the 1800s in Virginia,
experience life differently as one is born into the rich white Plantation Owner’s rich
society while the other is born into slavery. Defying her parents, the white sister invites
her sister to be taught alongside her by the new Irish immigrant tutor her parents have
hired. Soon the sister born into slavery begins to learn about pride in her ethnicity and
self-esteem and sheds the years of self-loathing she felt. However, as the tumultuous
times begin to come crashing down on the sisters, one sister must choose her love for
her sister or her growing love for a young Comanche Indian man who is a warrior for his
tribe.
A heartbreaking, beautifully written yet tragic story that carefully studies and examines
the complex nature of the South in the mid 1800’s, author Marvin V. Blake has created
a brilliant read that examines several important themes; from the horror that is slavery
and racism to the division between our fellow man and the different ways in which
people view the world at large. The characters draw the reader in immediately,
highlighting the difference in culture between the characters and how so many horrors
of that era occurred.
This is a novel for anyone who enjoys drama, historical fiction and complex
examinations of human nature and the bonds that tie us to one another. As a fan of
historical fiction, it was great to see the author’s deep dive into the era and write a story
that felt real, no matter how tragic or painful at times the narrative became.
Overall this was a breathtaking journey that was both lengthy and emotional all at once.
The story of these two sisters bonded by blood despite having two very different
backgrounds and the weight of the world around them threatening to tear them apart,
felt real and powerful all at once. Why by Marvin V. Blake is a must-read novel that will
give readers a firm understanding of that era and the reason why racism still has a
painful grip on our modern-day world. Be sure to grab your own copy today.

